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1. INTRODUCTION 
n 
L e t P = (P i ,P2> •••>Pn)> 0 < Pi = 1> YjPi = 1 ^ e a fimte discrete probability 
distribution of a set of n events E = (E1 ? E2, ..., En) on the basis of an experiment 
whose predicted probability distribution is Q = (q1 ? g2, ..., g„), 0 < qf ^ 1, 
n 
J] qf = 1. Then Kullback's measure of relative information [3] is defined as 
i= 1 
(1-1) KplQ) = t Pi l 0 8 ( P . / « . ) . Pi. €i > 0 . 
i = 1 
The measure (1.1) depends only on the probabilities of the events and thus does not 
take into account the effectiveness of the events under consideration. Belis and Guiasu 
[2] introduced a 'utility distribution' U = (u, u2, . . . , un) where each u ; > 0 accounts 
for the utility of the ith outcome Et. 
Thus we have two utility information schemes: 





of a set of n events after an experiment, and 
(1.3) 
S* = 
Ki E2 ., •• En 
gl g2 • •• qn 
u^ u 2 . . . un 
of the same set of n events before the experiment. 
In both schemes (1.2) and (1.3) the utility distribution is the same because it is 
assumed that the utility u{ of an outcome Et is independent of its probability of 
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occurrence Ph or predicted probability qh ut is only a 'utility' or 'importance' of the 
outcome Et for an observer relative to some specified goal, cf. Longo [4]. 
The measure of relative 'useful' information that the scheme (1.2) provides about 
the scheme (1.3), has been characterized by Taneja and Tuteja [5]. It is given by 
(1.4) I(P/Q; U) = £ uiPi log (Pijq) , ut > 0 , 0 < Pi, qi= 1 . 
i = i 
The quantity (1.4) measure the average 'useful' information gain in predicting a set 
of n events E = (E1? E2,..., En). In what follows, we shall denote the measures 
(1.1) and (1.4) by I and Iu, respectively. 
The maximum lokelihood estimators (MLE) of the quantities given in (1.1) and 
(1.4), see Anderson [ l ] , are given by 




(I-6) h = lLuiPil°8(Pil<li)> 
i= i 
respectively, where Pi is the MLE of Ph so that if Nt is the frequency of occurrence 
of an event Ev in a random sample of size N, then 
p. = N . / N , i = 1,2, . . . , n . 
It may be noted that here qh i = 1,2,.. . , n, are the probabilities which the experi-
menter assigns to the various possible outcomes of the experiment. These are just 
predicted probabilities and have not been obtained on the basis of any experiment. 
The measures of relative information find wide applications in statistics and 
economics, cf. [3] and [6]. Thus there is a need to study estimates of these measures. 
In Section 2, we obtain the mean and the variance of the MLE of (1.1) and show that 
it is biased and consistent. It is found that this estimate, in fact, overestimates the 
ture value of I. In Section 3, we obtain the mean and the variance of the MLE of 
(1.4) and show that it is also biased and consistent, and further that this estimate also 
overestimates the true value of Iu. 
2. MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE MLE OF I(P/0 
The MLE of the relative information measure I(PJQ) is given by 
(2.1) l = ip log(plq), 
i=l 
where Pi = Nf/N is the MLE of Pi and Ni9 the frequency of occurrence of an event Et 
in a random sample of sizeN, follows multinomial distribution and thus the moment 
generating function of the distribution of Nf's can be written as 
(2.2) M(tu t2,..., tn) = (Pl^ + p2e'
2 + ... + p„ef")" . 
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In our study we shall need the central moments of pi9 which can easily be obtained 
from (2.2) by using 
-t2 = ... = tn=o 
and 
Pi, 




'-, i +-j 
2PÌ- Зpľ + P, 
N2 
-PІPJ r ( l " 2PІ) 
-tn = o 
for i =|= jf. 
The central moments of various orders of pt that we shall need are as follows: 
(2.3) £ 0 ( ) 
E(pt - Piy 
E(Pi - Pi) (Pj - Pj) = 










where 0(N~l) denotes the terms of magnitude N~', I > 0. 
Theorem 1. Given a set of n independent events El9 El9 . . . , En with probabilities 
of occurrence pl9 pl9 . . . , pn and predicted probabilities ql9 ql9..., qn9 the mean and 
the variance of 19 the MLE of the relative information measure (2A), are given 
respectively by 
(2.4) £( / ) = l + n-^± + 0(N~2) 
and 
(2.5) V(l) = i [ t Pi log
2 (pjqt) - I
2] + 0(N'2) . 
N i = i 
Proof. Let 
(2-6) l(Ptl9i) = Pi log (Pilqt), Pi, q(>0 
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and 
(2.7) KPiki) = Pil°B(Pil<li)> 
for i = 1,2, ..., n. 
Then the derivatives of /(pf/qi) at p;, i = 1,2,..., n are given by 
(2.8) /<»(„,/«,) = MZi/iO = 1 + log (p,/*,) 
ap; 
and 
F(r)(Pi/4i) = ^ — 7 ^ = ( - - r 2 0 ~ 2 ) ! ^" r + 1 ^ = 2 . dp] 
Further, it is easy to show that the mixed derivatives of all orders of I(p \q )vanish, 
and also that the derivatives in (2.8) are continuous at p > 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
Thus we can expand (2.7) in a convergent Taylor series about the point pt with 
Lagrange's form of the remainder (considering derivatives up to the fourth order 
only) as follows: 
(2.9) l(pjq() = I(pjqt) + (Pt - Pi) /">(?,/«,) + ± (P, - Pif I™(pjqt) + 
+ ^(Pi~ Pi)l{3)(Pil4i) + ^(Pi- Pi)AIW[{Pi + 6(Pi ~ _»,)}/«.] , 0 < 6 < 1. 
By virtue of (2.8) this gives 
(2.10) l(pjqt) = I(pjqt) + {1 + log (pjq,)} (p., - Pi) + _Z__£i_! _ 
_ (£__=_Z___ + (_______(_ , o < 0 < i 
6p? 12{p, + 0(p, - Pi)}
3 
Summing this for all i's, we get 
(2.11) 1(P/Q) - I(PIQ) + t {1 + log (pjqt)} (pt -_>,) + ; £
 {Pi ~ Pi)2 -
i = i 2 »--i ~>| 
-1 f _- y ) 3 + 1 1 - - ^ , 0<*<1. 
6 A V\ n ih{Pl + e(pl-p^' 
Using (2.3), we get 
(2.12) E(l) _ / + -L £ (1 - p;) - - L t (2 - 3p, +1 ) + 
2 N i = 1 ON i = 1 \ p;/ 
1 £Г fø-лГ 1 
12i-i L{рг + ^ г - p г ) }
3 J ' 
+ _L y £ | _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ! , 0 < Ö < 1 
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The quantity E ^—— l' — is of an order less than N 2 since 
l{Pi + flO, - pdYl 
(ßг - PiŢ < (Pi ~ Pt)4 
{p,(l - 0) + flpj3 - p?(l - 0)3 
Thus (2.12) can be rewritten as 
E(l) = I + ±Í(l-Pi)-^r2Í(2- 3P( + -) + 0(N->) 
2N ř=i 6N2 i = \ \ pj 
or 
£(/) = / + * 1 + 0(N~2), 
2N V ' 
which is (2.4). 
Next we find the variance of the estimate 1(P\Q). By definition, 
V(t) - E[l - E(1)Y 
.£[r_,-^i + 0(N-,)J. 
Using (2.11) and restricting ourselves to derivatives up to the third order only, 
we get 
V(i) = E \ i {i + log wqi)} (Pi -Pl) + \ i ^ ^ -
| _ i= i 2 i = i Pi 
-I i—(hlill n-Zl + 0(N-2)]\ 
6 tk {Pi + e(p, - Pi)Y IN
 K >] 
or 
(2.13) V(l) - E £ (pt - Pi) {1 + log (p.Az,.)}]
2 + 0(N~2) . 
i=l 
The first term of (2.13) is equal to 
£ [ í ( ^ - i ' i ) 2 { i + iog(W«i)}2 + 
i=l 
+ 1 (Pi - Pi) (Pj ~ Pj){l + log (Piki)} {1 + log (Pjjqj)}-] = 
i*j 
= ^ÍÍP,(l - P.) {1 + log(Pi/?t)}
2 - Z M>,{- +'log (p./«,)} {1 + log Q>,/4,)}] = 
N ; = i i * ; 
= ^ [ £ Pi + Í Pi log2 (Pht) + 2 Í pt log (PiJqi) - Í P 2 - Í P 2 log
2 (p;/3i) -
iv i = i i = i i = i i = i i = i 
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2 X Р\ 1°8 (Р//«.) - Е Р,Р71ов (Р,Ы 108 (Р;/<7;) ~ 
1 = 1 1 * У 
Х Л Р Л 1 + 1°в(р,/«.) + 1о8(р7/ву)}] = 
i * 7 
= ^ [ E Pi log2 (P./<Z,) - I2] + ~ [ E [P f + 2p ; log(p /a,) - pf - 2p] log(p i/g i) -
TV 1 = 1 N i = l 
- P f E ^ i 1 + MP./«.) + logipjqj)} - p?{l + 2 log (p,/«j,)}]] = 
1=1 
= ^[E^iog2(p./«o-I2]+-J-[E^. + 2ip,iog(p,./5,.) - (i»(i>,)-
N i=l N i=l i=l .=1 7=1 
-dpj){i Pi ^g (P«/«,)} - ( E pd {i PJ ^g {Pjkm = 
7 = 1 i = l i = l 7 = 1 
= ^[E ! ' i iog
2 (P i M)-I
2 ]-
N i=i 
This proves (2.5). 
In proving the above theorem, we have used derivatives of i(Pt/qi) taking the 
logarithms to the base 'e' and therefore the units of estimates in (2.4) are natural 
units. However, if we consider 'binary units', then the biased information content 
in this estimate of I is given by 
£ ( ; ) _ / = ^ l o g 2 e + 0 ( N " 2 ) -
Further, since n > 1, the estimate I in fact overstimates the true value of I. 
We note that when N ~> oo, then E(I) -> I and V(I) -> 0. Therefore, we conclude 
that I is a consistent estimator of I. 
3. MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE MLE OF I(P/Q; 17) 
The MLE of the relative 'useful' information measure I(P/Q; U) is given by 
n 
i = l 
where pt = NtJN is the MLE of pt and Nh the frequency of the occurrence of the 
event Et in a random sample of size N, follows a multinomial distribution. 
Now find the expression for the mean and the variance of lu. We prove the fol-
lowing theorem. 
Theorem 2. Given a set of n independent events Eu E2, . . . , En with probabilities 
of oocurrenoe pl9 p2,..., pn and predicted probabilities ql9 q2, . . . , qn, the mean and 
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the variance oflu, the MLE of relative 'useful' information, are given respectively by 
(3.2) £ ( / „ ) = / u + ^ + 0 ( N - ) 
and 
(3.3) V(lu) = - [ £ «
2p ;{log
2 (Pilqt) + log e(p;/4,.)
2} - A (/ , + u)2 + 0 ( N - 2 ) , 
N i=l N 
where 
U = £ U. <md M = £ Ufpi . 
i = 1 i = 1 
Proof. Let 
(3.4) /(.Pi/fl,-, Wi) = ^ (P, log (Pi/qO - uf > 0 , P^ qi > 0 
and 
(3.5) I(P./qi> u>t) = u>iPi log (Pi/qO 
for i = 1, 2, ... , n. 
Then the derivatives of l(Pijqh ut) at ph i = 1, 2 , . . . , n are given by 
(3.6) /">(,./,„ tt|) =
 dI^M = Ui{1 + log (p|/4j)} 
^Pi 
and 
I(r)(Pi/qi; uf) = ^ i ^ ^ = ^ ( - l ) -
2 (r - 2)! p r
r + 1 , r = 2 . 
^Pi 
Further, we note that the mixed derivatives of all orders of l(Pilq» ^i) vanish and 
also the derivatives in (3.6) are continuous at u{ > 0, ph q{ > 0, for i = 1, 2, ... , n. 
Thus we can expand (3.5) in a convergent Taylor series about the point pt with 
Lagrange's form of the remainder as follows: 
3.7) l(Pijqi, ttf) = l(Pijq., Ui) + (Pi - P;)/
(1)(p ;/<7 ;, ut) + 
+ ^(Pi- Pi)2 i™(Piki, «.) + j ; (fc - P . ) 3 I(3)to/«.-> •*') + 
+ i to - P«r'(4)[{l»i + ^ - *.)}'«.. "J > 0 * 0 < 1. 
By virtue of (3.6) this gives 
(3.8) % / g . , u.) = /(p,/tj,, u,) + (pt - p,) u ;{l + log (pilq,)} + 
+ i t*jto - ?0
2 ";to - Pi)3 , ".to - p.)4 o < 0 < i 
2 p; 6p
2 12{p; + 6(pt - Pi)}
3' 
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Summing this for all fs, we get 
(3.9) 1(PIQ; U) = I(PJQ; U) + _\ "fa ~ Pi) {1 + log (P./<Z.)} + 
t = l 
, 1 y ufa ~ Pi)2 1 y _fa ~ P,)3 . 1 y *i(Pi ~ Pif 0<9<l 
2ft Pi eft p
2 i2ft{Pi + 9(pt-Pi)r' 
Now using (2.3), we get 
(3.10) E(/u) = /. + -L i»i(l - * ) - - £ - j > ( 2 - 3pi + I ) + 
+ l j u i E r ^ ' - ^ 1, 0 < f l < l . 
12 A L{p«+^-p ;)}
3J 
As in Theorem 1, (3.10) can be rewritten as 
E(h) = h + ~ i «.(1 - Pi) - - i - £ « , (2 - 3P i + 1 ) + Of/V"
3) 
2JV ; = i 6 ^ i=i \ Pi) 
o r . U - u 
E(lu)=Iu +
 U-^+0(N-2), 
which is (3.2). 
Next we find the variance of the estimate 2(P/Q; U). By definition, 




- + 0(N~2)J 
Using (3.9) and restricting ourselves to derivatives up to the third order only, 
we get 
У(h) = E Í ufa - pí) {1 + log (Pijq)} + i i "iÉL^il! 
i = i 2 i = i pt 
i £ »,o. - Piy _ ____ -1-
6 .£, {Pi + 0(pj - pí)}
2 2N K J] 
or 
(3.11) V(lu) = £[ £ ufa -P{){1 + log (p./«.)}]
2 + 0(N-2) 
i = l 




1 = 1 
+ Z»iU;(A- - P,)(P/ - P/) {1 + log(pi/«0} {1 + log (Pj/qj)}] = 
i*J 
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= Í . [ Í u2Pi(l-Pi){ 1 + \og(pilqi)}
2~YuiuJpiPj{l + log(p,./a;)} {1 + Iog(p,/«jy)}] = 
iV i = l idpj 
= ~\-Í «?J>. + t »ÍPÍ log2 (Pkd + 2 Í u2Pi log (ptjqt) - £ u?p? -
IV i = 1 i = l i = l i = 1 
£ u?2>? log2 (p./íi) - 2 £ u?p? log (Pł/«2,) 
- £ u,UjPiPj log (pf/«2i) log (pjjqj) -Y,u>ujPiPj{1 + log (Phi) + log(P//<7y)}] = 
i * 7 l*j 
= i - [ £ u ? P i l o g
2 ( p , / a , . ) - / 2 ] + 
N i=l 
1 " 
+ - [ Z K P i + 2u?Pi log (p,./g,) - u2p2 - 2u?p? log (pifqi) -
N i=i 
n 
- UiP^UjPjll + log^ijqi) + log(p ; /^)] + ufp^l + 21og(p^,)]}] = 
i=i 
= l [ £ u ? p , l o g 2 ( 2 , , / « 2 , ) - j 2 ] + 
N «=1 
i n n n n 
+ - [ Z u ^<- + 2 Z u ?£* l o & Q7*/^) ~ ( Z M«-P.) ( Z ujFj) -
N i = 1 i = 1 i = 1 7 = 1 
n n n n 
- { £ uiPi log (pilq,)} ( £ u^-) - { £ Ujpj log (p,./«2;)} ( £ uiPij] = 
i = l J = l J = l i = l 
= ' [ £ «?„, log2(p,/a,) - I2] + 1 £ »?„.{1 + 2 log(p,/«2,)} - £ - ??L» = 
N f=l N i=l N N 
= ^ [ £ tt?Pi log2 (]>./«.)] + -J- [ £ *?J>, log e(p,/«2,)2] - ± [/2 + u 2 + 2SJJ = 
N i=l N i=l N 
- ^ [ £ -.^.{log2 W « 0 + log e(W<2i)2}] - { 1 ^ -
N i = i N 
(Taking log e = 1, natural units.) Thus (3.3) follows. 
Now in (3.2) we have U > u, thus the estimate Ju overestimates the true value 
of Iu. Also it is clear from (3.2) and (3.3) that when N -> oo, then F(IU) -> Iu and 
V(lu) -> 0. Thus we conclude that lu is a consistent estimator of IM. Further, when 
tti = 1 for all i, then obviously (3.2) and (3.3) reduce to (2.4) and (2.5), respectively. 
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Souhrn 
O STŘEDNÍ HODNOTĚ A ROZPTYLU ODHADŮ 
KULLBACKOVY INFORMACE A MÍRY RELATIVNÍ 
„UŽITEČNÉ" INFORMACE 
HARISH C TANEJA 
V článku je odvozena střední hodnota a rozptyl maximálně věrohodného odhadu 
Kullbackovy míry informace a míry relativní „užitečné" informace. 
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